PICTURE BOOKS

- Anita and the Dragons
  Hannah Carmona, illustrated by Anna Cunha

- The Big Bath House
  Kyo Maclear, illustrated by Gracey Zhang

- The Capybaras
  Alfredo Soderguit, translated by Elisa Amado

- Dad Bakes
  Katie Yamasaki

- I Dream of Popo
  Livia Blackburne, illustrated by Julia Kuo

- The Longest Storm
  Dan Yaccarino

- Magic Candies
  Heena Baek, translated by Sophie Bowman

- The Midnight Fair
  Gideon Sterer, illustrated by Mariachiara Di Giorgio

- Mii maanda ezhi-gkendmaanh / This Is How I Know
  Brittany Luby, illustrated by Joshua Mangeshig, Pawis-Steckley

- Milo Imagines the World
  Matt de la Peña, illustrated by Christian Robinson

- Mole in a Black and White Hole
  Tereza Sediva

- My Day with the Panye
  Tami Charles, illustrated by Sara Palacios

- My First Day
  Phùng Nguyên Quang and Huỳnh Kim Liên

- My Two Border Towns
  David Bowles, illustrated by Erika Meza

- Nathan’s Song
  Leda Schubert, illustrated by Maya Ish-Shalom

- The Old Boat
  Jarrett Pumphrey and Jerome Pumphrey

- On the Trapline
  David A. Robertson, illustrated by Julie Flett

- Over the Shop
  JonArno Lawson, illustrated by Qin Leng

- Time Is a Flower
  Julie Morstad

- Watercress
  Andrea Wang, illustrated by Jason Chin

- We All Play
  Julie Flett

- When Lola Visits
  Michelle Sterling, illustrated by Aaron Asis

- When My Cousins Come to Town
  Angela Shanté, illustrated by Keisha Morris

- Wishes
  Mỹ Thùy Vân, illustrated by Victo Ngai

- Wonder Walkers
  Micha Archer
About Best Books
Every year our librarians and staff select noteworthy new books for readers of all ages. These lists have always sought to reflect the diversity of New York City’s readership. Special thanks to our Best Books committees, the members of which have read thousands of books to bring readers these recommendations. Learn more: nypl.org/bestbooks

About The New York Public Library
Founded in 1895, The New York Public Library is the nation’s largest public library system, with neighborhood branches throughout the Bronx, Manhattan, and Staten Island, and scholarly research centers. Serving millions of patrons a year both in-person and online, the Library offers free materials, classes, and programs for users of all ages.